Curriculum Vitae Heinz Henschel

*28-12-1938 in Brockau (Poland), District of Breslau

Date unknown

settles in Coswig (Saxony-Anhalt),
here he receives a vocational training as fine-mechanic

1954 (or later)

moves from GDR to the Federal Republic of Germany:
-

refugee camp in Hannover
stays in an evangelical youth home in Dülken
gets a job at the Hückelhoven colliery

1968-1989

works as a fine-mechanic in the machine construction factory
Müller in Dülken

1972

marriage to Waltraud (maiden name unknown)

1973

moves to Dülken, 4, Max-Planckstreet

1973-1979

taking up a sports career in the martial art of Taekwon-Do to
finally become a member of the “German Dan-College” in the
national Tae kwon-Do league

1978

buys the house in which he has been living in since 1973

Date unknown

works as a fine-mechanic in Breyell for a nuclear industry
supplier

28.05.2016

becomes a member of the society “Nature and culture in the
Achterhoek e.V.”

┼ 29.06.2016

having been seriously ill, he dies in the Franciscus hospital in
Mönchengladbach

Curriculum Vitae Heinz Henschel: remarks on his artistic development
Heinz Henschel was an extremely introverted man, living very secluded.
As a result of this his worth and artistic development are very hard to
come by.
He even let his closest friends, Günter Küsters, André Gomolka and
Matthias David, completely in the dark about his family situation. What
is known, is that he was an autodidact in creating his art. He started
with oilpaintings, copying works of the classical modern movement and
changed to etching, having mastered this technique, taught him by the
art-teacher Günter Küsters.
He was convinced his artistic future would be in etching, so he sold his
oilpaintings in private exhibitions. His early etches were sold in a limited
number through a Belgian art-gallery (name unknown). Whether or not he resumed painting in oil
is unknown.
Being a fine-mechanic proved to be an enormous
boost to his artistic development: he created his
works with the upmost precision, using various
techniques, like etching, water colouring, Indian
ink, pencil, felttipped pen and collages.
He built his first printing press according to the
model of a borrowed school press, followed by a
later construction, good enough for professional
prints. His dry stylus-engravings were made on
Resopal cutting boards, for his etching he used
sheets of copper, brass, aluminum and zinc.
His colouring, either with colour pencil or watercolour, shows a welldeveloped feeling for colour;
his pencil drawings, especially his portraits, are
characterized by an expert drawing technique
and a well-developed observation. There are also
a number of collages in his inheritance of more
than 1000 works.
His motives show a large variation: from ship ,animal and scenery reproductions up to the more
abstract. His collection of “Sehnsuchtsund Erzählbilder” (pictures of nostalgia
and
storytelling)
comprises
of
wellbalanced structural , human and
animal compositions. In his works you
will find elements of the “Neuer Leipziger
Schule”, represented by Neo Rauch, the
fairytale atmosphere of Marc Chagall,
Paul Klee’s poetry, the decorative of
Friedensreich Hundertwasser and, above
all, the melancholy of Edvard Munch’s
female portraits, to be seen in his copies
of “The sick girl” and “Woman with
broche - Eva Mudocci”.
Heinz Henschel was a highly creative and restless man and artist, a hobo between worlds: Poland,
the GDR and the Federal Republic.
There were no boundaries in his creativity and his urge to create.

